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I. Introduetion
Echo survey (Cushing, 1952) is a method of estimating the abundance of fish
traces based on the presenoe or absenoe of fish within a given transmission. Abundanee
is estimated as the number of presences recorded per unit of distance steamed.
Richardson et ale (1959) showed that abundance of cod in the Barents Sea ceuld be well
estimated from~he sums of signals (as amplitudes) from single and multiple fish targets
per uni t distance steamed. Mitson and Wood (1961) have shown that an automatie counting
e~lipment can achieve the same result.
This paper is concerned with the possibility cf
counting fish within a size range and within the depth range eovered by a particular gear.
Within these limits absence of signal will mean absence of fish.
We will consider firstly the target strengths of fish of different sizes.
Secondly, we will consider how to count single fish within a size range and depth range
wi th the use of an ordinary wide beamed echo sounder. Lastly, the limits cf such a
system with an ordinary wide beamed echo sounder will be contrasted with the virtues of
doing the same thing with a sector scanner (Tucker et al., 1958).
11. Meas urements of target s trength
The target strength of a single fish is measured in decibels with reference to a
sphere of 2 m radius (for which the target strength is caloulable), at a range of 1 m.
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where 10 is the incident energy on the target;
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Ir is the reflected energy from the target;
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where Vo and Vr are the voltages in the instruments corresponding to 10 and Ir'
respectively (UCDWR, "The Physics of sound in the soo").
Figure 1 shows the measurements in target strength of individual fish of
different lengths, the latter being on a log scale (Cushing, Harden Jones, Mitson, Ellis
and Pearee, 1963). The measurements were made at 30 kc/s on dead cod, herring, plaice
and perch. In three out of four series of experiments, false Onazote air bladders were
placed in the body of the fish to simulate the acoustic properties of the normal swim
bladder (Jones & Poorce, 1958). The line drawn to the data is Haslettfs (1962) empirical
curve, derived from a large series of measurements on scaled down models. The best
observations are those marked with a cirele. The high variance in the measurements on
cod can be attributed to three sources of experimental error (a) the difficulty of suspending the fish in the right and steady attitude, (b) slight differences in aspect
between targets, (e) measurements being made in the middle zone of frequency (8-100 L/A I
L being the length of the fish in cm and \ being the wavelength of sound used, in cm).
In the experiments on perch, aspect was shovm not to generate error, the fish were rigidly
suspended and the measurements were not made in the middle zone. Yet the measurements are
variable. They were made in an "acous tic hole" in a tank 6 m x 3 m x 3 m; it is possible
that the fish of different s-Lzes genorated differences in reverberation in the "acoustic
hole".
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Figura 2 i5 based on the maasurements on eod made by Midttun and Hoft (1962).
The maasurements on pereh are shown on the figure, as are the four best measuranents
from Figure 1. It is immedia tely obvious that the error in the Norwegian experiments
is considerably less than that shown in Figura 1. The main difference batween the two
series is that the Norwegian fish were rotated about their lateral horizontal axes
whereas the British fish Were not so rotated. The maximum sigoal found by rotation
takes into aecount small differenees in aspect. So the British measurements may
include a eomponent of varianee that will be found in any series of measurements on
wild ta.rgets, but the Norwegian measurements are the more reliable for deriving the
relationship between target strength and fish size. Another differenoe between the two
sets of experiments is that the Norwegian fish were acclimatized to 10 m, killed and
then returned to that depth, whereas the British fish were long dead and stuffed with
Onazote air bladders. It is possible that some artificial components of varianoe were
ineluded in the British series from this prooedure.
Both series of measurements show a tendenoy for the larger fish (>50 om) to
yield relatively lower target strengths for their size than the smallar fish. This is
probably beeause these measurements on larger fish were made in the middle zone of
frequenoy. When the target is small eompared with the wavelength, it varies inversely
by the fourth power of wavelength; when it is large, it varies inversely by the square;
in the middle zone, when the target is of about the sa.me dimension as the wavelength,
signals are highly va.riable. From Haslettfs work (1962) on sealed down models, we
provisionally define the middle zone as 8-100 L/;\ ; at 30 ke/s i t ranges from about
40 em to 500 em. In the middle zone, aseries of maxima and minima would be expeoted
with inereasing size of fish. Using both series of measurements (Figures 1 and 2), we
might expeet such a minimum between 70 and 100 em.
It may be eoneluded from the two sets of measurements that there is a clear
relationship between the size of fish and its target strength. To make true estimates
of the error of a single observation, eonsiderably more work is needed. This daes not
prevent us from finding how far the relation can be exploited. The rest of this paper
is eoneerned with an examination of this problem.
IIl. The estimation of the sizes of a single target

angle of a transducer is expressed as an angle e from the axis at an
from a referenee direetion. Let us suppose that the transducer is
At a range r from the transdueer, but at angle e from the axis, the
on the axis Vr is reduced by a directivity coefficient 8 .
There is a low limit in signal, MRS, the minimum reeordable signal, which is
set 'comrentionally at three times the noise level. Let the maximum range at which the
MRS can be recorded on the axis, necessarily, be rT' At any lesser range, the signal
received from a single target is greater than or equal to the MRS out to an extreme
angle, eTa Given rT' e T can be ealculated for differe~t ranges fram
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where a is the width of the transducer in cm,
11

? is the wavelength of sound in em.

At low ranges, eT eorresponds to the first minimum in the directivi ty pattern, ignoring
side lobes, but at middle and at long ranges, e T deereases until finally at maximum
range it is zero. Such a eurve of eT with range is ealculable for each size of target.
In any one transmission, the volume sampled in a. range slice is given by

where r Z - rl is any range difference greater trum one pulse length, where eT i5 the
limiting angle a.t which Vr • Ö falls below MRS.
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The volume sampled is a spherical section of the surface skin of a
sphere, r2 - r being the thickness cf the skin in m. In many commercial
transducers, ile v'olume exo.mined is not a sphere, but is more like an ellipsoid
because 9 changes in the azimuthaI angle

p.

With a wide benmed echo sounder, the position of a target in the volume
sampled is unknown. But the most probable position of the target is on the
circumference of the spherical slice described by the solid angle 9 T• Yet the
probability of detection decreases from 9 0 to 9 T as a function of 8. The two
probabilities may be combined. For example, with a transducer with the first
minimum at 30°, the most probable angle of detection, 9m, is 15.9°, with a
standard deviation of 5.9°. So, at sea the average values of echo signal, Vr ,
will be reduced to 4010 (with a standard deviation of + 32.5%, - 24.0%); this
value is V r •.r. .
"'m
For a simple transducer, the shape of curve of the directivity coefficient
is the same however narrow the beam. So~from the point of view of estimating the
size of fish from the echo signal, Vr • 0 , th~ narrow beam is of no advantage.
The sampling volume is sharply reduot>~ as ~he beam is narrowed and for counting,
this is a disadvantage. At 100 m range, the volumes sampled by different beam
angles are:-

9.8

19.5

78.0

293.0

674.0

2618.0

Figure 3 shows the volumes sampled in ranges for fish of different sizes
(x 2 in length, 20 db in target strength). For a single target, 9m decreases with
range, very slightly at short ranges and then rapidly with increas~ng range. At a
long range where 9m is small, 9m is dependent on size. Therefore the size of a
single target cannot be specified precisely. At a short range, where 9 T is at the
first minimum, 9m is nearly constant with range, so 9m is independent of size.
Consequently, the size of a single target can be specified fairly weIl. The
variation of 9m with range is shown in Table 1, expressed as the percentage
decrease in Vr • S m with range for a target with a maximum axial range of 300 m.
Table 1.

i

II Runge (m)

I

8m

0

50
100
150
200
250
300

Downward bias in Vr '~;m at different ranges due to
the chnnges in Sm with range (rT = 300 m).

I

15.99°
15.88°
14.85°
13.15°
11.10 0
7.95 0
0.0 ,.

r-

I Snmpled volume
I

I

(mB)
0
71.7
293.0
630.0
984.0
0.0

1% decrens e
(in Sm)
0.0
0.6%
6.0%
15.0%
29.4%
51.3%
100.0%

% decrease we ~ghtedr
by sampling v olume
3.0%
3.0%
11.2%

From this table, we may accept oonventionally a decrease in Vr 'h m of 3.0%. Hence
we must use 1/3 of the maximum axial range of the smallest target. For some
~urposes, we might accept a decrease of 11.2% in Vr ,Sm' which wou1d mean using
2 of the maximum axial range of the sma11est target. To obtain a size range of
x 2 in length (ar 20 db in target strength), the range of the biggest target wou1d
be oV'er 3 times that of the smal1est. Henee we would be restricted to using 1/6
to 1/9 of the sampling volume avuilable. Henee to achieve the required size
distribution in the top 100 m of the acean, the echo sounder has to be powerful
enough to pick up a single fish of the largest size at 600 m or 900 m.
The large volume in whieh the size of the single targ~t cannot be
detennined is really an effeet of the directivity coefficiant ?), shown as function
of 9 in Figure 4. If this curve was rectangular with a flat top out to about 20°
and a shnrp and final cut off, the change in Sm with range would take place
effectively nt mueh greater ranges (see Tab1e 1). Then the curves in Figure 3
would be much more pear-shaped. Such 0. beam is difficult to make, but a linear
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array approaches it; unfortunntely, as tho n~ber of el~onts increase, tho signnl-tonoise ratio increases sharply (personal c~unication, Dr. V. G. Welsby). So by
altering tho bea:':!. pattern, wo cight iI:lprovo the snnpling voluoo fron! of i::he oo.xin'tr.l
axial range of the smallest target to perhnps 2/3.
Hovlever, it is possible to use the ,..hole envolope of the snmpling volUI:l.e for
the smullest target. This is done with a scctor scanner (Tucker et al., 1968).' A wido
boon is transnitted frco a single element of the trunsducer and tho echo from 0. to.rget
is raceived fron an array of many elements. Between elenents thero are phlse
differences which ure rosolved so that the beo.ring of the target is found. A typical
presento.tion is given in Figura 5, of beo.ring on runge for 0. single trunscission of the
sector s co.nner.
Becaus e the position of the target in the beam is known in each trunsI:lission,
the directivity coefficient for the given bearing is known und so tho target can be
sized directly. Moreover, o.s it crosses the bellO, independent estimutcs of size can be
made continuously. With tho simplo bean describod above, 6 m would be dorivod from tho
moan of 0. nuobor of obsorvo.tions, which is not so satisfactory. Tho most inportant
thing, however, is that the limit set out in To.ble 1 for tho sinple bcam no longor
applies • So.npling in o.ny ons bearing can continuo in runge until the signal, by
convention, is three times tho noise levol. So the vol'tr.lo snnpled is then only a
function of the degree of sizo discriI:lination roguirod - for a differenco of ton tines
in target strength ,..e roguire a runge difforence of ten times in tho na.ximu..';l axial
range between the snallest und largest targets. If wo wish to ex::l.nine the top 100m
of tho occan, with a targot discriI:lination of x 10, tho rango of tho largost ta.rget
would be 30On. Anothor advantage of thc seetor scanner is found vJhen the ship rolls.
With tho simplo beum, 9n is increascd when the ship rolls becauso it must be derived
fron obsorvations takon in succossivc transI:lissions. With tho ",ector scanner"
resolving in range as woll as in boa.ring, tho rolling of tho ship makes no difforence
unless the aspect of the target in tho water becoI:les inportant. tieusureI:lents of the
nspect of perch (Jones & Poarco, 1958) suggest that within 20° of the vertical, aspect
is of little importance; but sono modol oxperinents (CUBhing 1955, Ha.slett 1962)
suggest that tho aspect of the target might becono an important source of error.
Combining the evideneo fr~ Figures 1 und 2 with the seope of tho soetor
scnnner, it nppears that within the linits imposed by noise, singlo targets can be
sized adeguatoly up to the maximun rnnge of the largest target. If the direetivity
cocffieient wero built into tho scanner's computer nlongside a tina-varied gain, the
scanner would prosent the results in the gua.ntitiea
givon in Figurcs 1 and 2 •

IV. The estinntion of the sizes of individuals nnd their

nu..~ber

in nultiple targets

At a. given range, nVrr:!. JIi, wherc n is thc nunbor of fish in a nultiple
target and nVr is the voltage received in a single tra.nsnission from the nultiple
target oomposed of fish of a given size. The main difficulty here is that the nultiple
target nay be eonposed of many soall fish or of few large fish. The simplcst way of
resolving this difficulty is to split the nultiplo targets into singlo targets. The
CO~';lonest nultiple target is the well-known hyperbolic, eomet or ercscont shaped traee,
which is smallor than the conic seotion of the sound baan. The sound bean can be split
up in two ways, firstly in soetors of the anglo as in the sector scanner, and secondly
in rn~e in units of pulse longth. Tho pulse length of commercial echo soundcrs is
about zns; with higher freguency machines it is possiblo to reduce tho pulse longth
to 50 ~s (at 100 kc/s). This corresponds to a rango sl:eo of 7.5 cn and so thero is
n good chanco that fish greuter than 10 cn aro recorded as single targets with such
equipnent. So the ideal counting oguipment is ons VJith high angulnr resolution and n
vory short pulse length. Angular resolution deponds on the nu..';lbor of seotors in tho
nrray of the transduoer. Pulso length tends to be shorter nt highor freguencies.
Henee n sector scanner at 100 kc/s (or highor in frequency) ,..ith nany seetors and n
vory short pulse length VJould havo tho best chance of splitting nultiplo targets into
singlo targets.
At high freguencies (100 ke/s or noro), attenuation of the propagated sound
bec!).r:J.es inportant (50 db/kiloyard o.t 100 ko/s and 100 db/kiloYClrd nt 500 kc/s). This
sets n limit in runge to the use of high froguenoy e~uipn~mt; it ma.y bo that 100 n
is somewhere near tho lioit in useful range. It isjrortuna.to aecident that in the soa
sno.llor anina.ls livo noar the surfneo and bigger aninnls live deoper. Coupled with
this is tho fact that it is the snallor anima.ls that live in shoals and the biggor
anir.lals that live singly. So tho bost counting equipmont would consist of a numbcr
of trnnsducers in doseending order of froguency, inereasing order of pulse ler~th nnd
incrcasing order of range eapaoity. One r.J.ight nrrange thc.n like this:-
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Range slice

Frelluency

Pulse length

Number of sectors

0-50 m
50-100 m
100-300 m

500 ko/s
100 kc/s
30 ko/s

0.01 ms
0.05 ms
0.5 ms

50
20
5

It i8 not known whether this is n praotical arrangement in detni1~ or
whether another set of frequencies might not achieve the same result. But the three
transducers would be of about the same dimensions - perhnps throe feet long. Tbo
three transducers could '\lork off the same electromo system with the use of 00
frequency ehanger. And it would be possible to resolve fish no bigger than sprats
in the top 50 m and at tho same time the system oou1d cope with rish of tho size of
cod frcm 100-300 m.

•

•

In order to keep the transducers of a reasonabla size tha numbar of sectors
has boen redueod with reducing frequeney. Using Figure 3~ it can be seen thnt volumo
sampled down to 300 In. increases considerably with range. So high angular resolution
has been discarded when 00 largo sampling volume has been obtained. Again this is
lueky b~.9ause many o~servations will be taken in each seetor~ giving good estimates
of Vr • Ö s (whore (~ s is the direotivity ooefficient appropriato to 00 given seetoT .•
If multiple targets are eharacteristio of shallow water~ the same quality of'
information can bo obtained simultaneously from the different seotors or range
segments. Eaeh is oorreoted by tho appropriato diroctivity oocffioient and range
fnctor. So good estimates of Vr are f'ound from multiple targets in shallow water by
simultaneous observation in srr.nll surr.pling volumes ~ the shoal boing split down to
single targets; good estimates of Vr are reade in deeper water by collecting
observations in 00 time series in one seetor from 00 large volume~ the targets probably
being single fish in any case.
It is possible that one might eonsid3r the use of an ordinary wide beamed
soundor within one third or one ho.lf of the maximo.l range of' tho smo.llest target.
Hore the multiplo targets might bo split with 0. narrow beo.m. But thoro i8 an o.dded
ambiguity in that 8T mo.y incrco.se "Jith numbers evon in tho rcstricted ro.nge. If' this
is so~ there is s ome oonfusion beb"JOon target strength o.nd o.bundanco. This confusion
is an added rens on for using 0. sector sco.nner~ in viliieh such conf'usion d~es not ariso.
In Sum.IIJary~ it is likely that multiplo to.rgets eo.n bo split into single
targets with the high angulo.r resolution of the soctor scanner oombined with the very
short pulse lengths o.ssocio.ted with high frequoncics. A multiple target tho.t is not
split in tho rosolution öf theO':luipment~ bccauso tho fish are smaller than the ro.nge
of' sizos dosired~ could bo roadily rojoctod. IIonco~ within 0. spcoifiod size ro.ngo~
not only single targots~ but also multiple targets~ co.n bo sized o.nd countcd.
V. Tho uso of fish counting with o.n echo soundor
Cushing (in Richardson et o.l.~ 1959)~ Mitson und Wood (1961) und Burd
(mimcogr.po.por tothis meeting) ho.ve described clear relationships be~1cen eatch
per effort o.nd signal strength. In this work~ tho co.tohes were primnrily taken to
identify tho fish. Because fish of the same sizo co.n be of different species~
.co.tches must bo r:ade frequently o.nough to establish idontity. For e:xnmple~ ,äthin
the r.nrrow range slice of 7 fo.thoms so.mpled by the East Anglio.n drift nots, 0. complete
count ''Jithin 00 specified size range could be rmde; but sarnpling with drift nets will
rereain necessary to mo.into.in identifieo.tion. The purpos e of tho eoho counting is to
provide graut quantities of information and furthor to provide an independent estima.te
of abundnnce. Given identifieation~ such o.n ostimate of n~~bers, prudontly limited~
provides 0. bo.sis for annlysing th0 co.tch per effort as index of abundance.
When co.toh per effort is 0. true index of abundance~ echo counting oould
serve to givo research vessel so.mpling somo of the power of thc sarnpling by a
commercial fleet. When catoh per offort is biassed by an offcct of availability~
echo counting is useful so long o.s fish are being co.ught~ providing evidenoe of
identifico.tion. For e:xnmplo~ tho East Anglian drift nots o.ro soloctive. So long as
herring o.re co.ught~ an eeho counting device could provide 0. true ostir.J.o.te of numbers
when the drift not would give o.n undorestimate. But if some herring are too big or
too small to be co.ught at all by the drift nets ~ an idontification cannot bo mo.de.
Henoe tho ocho counter co.n only be usod -to investigo.-te o.vo.ilo.bility~ whon tho .fish
ean be eo.ught •

,
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Another use of an echo counter is to provide an estimata of sizes and
numbers in the top 300 m of the ocean. Here no identification is necessarily
attGmpted, for perhaps many species live together. Given the analysis by size and
numbers, the use of nOl1""~eleetive gears may be used after the survey is ovar. This
is perhaps the bast mothod of using the echo counter in oceanic exploration.
Summarizing, there are three main uses for the echo counter:(1)

to support research vossel sampling;

(2)

to analyze some of the simpler forms of availability;

(3)

to provide a rapid form of oceanic exploration.
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Figure 1. Target strengths of fish. The circled points represent the best observations. The fish were
suspended at more than 10 m from the transducer; the mean of a large number cf maximal signals was
used as the measure of target strength.
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Figure 2. Target strengths of fish (Midttun & Hoft,1962). The
eircled points are the best observations from Figure 1; the pereh
observations are those from Jones & Paaree (1958).
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Figure 3. The sampling volumes ealeulated from e m for a
range (x 2 in fish longth, x 9 in target strength) of
fish sizes.
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Figure 4. The directivity pattern of a simple transducer ( 9 x l4t cm
at 30 kgs).
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Figure 5. The presentation of target position in a singla
transmission from a sector scanner.

